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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the pseudo-differential operators, which were introduced by Mihlin and
Calderon-Zygmund, have been much exploited in the current literature. Several authors
(see for instance, [l], (2) and |3]) studied the algebra of these operators for the classical case.
The technique of such operators have beautiful geometrical and topological interpretations.
Mischenko [5] gave a natural interpretation in terms of C-algebraa of several versions of
the theory of pseudo-differential operators on compact smooth manifold, and Mishenko
and Famenko [6] derived analogues of the Atiyah-Singer formula for this case. Regarding
applications of pseudo-differential operators over C*-algebras, we refer to [4], [S] and [6].
For a general reference about the classical pseudo-differential operators and investigation
of their properties, one can see |8j.

In the present article, we study the behaviour of adjoints and composition of
pseudo-differential operators in the framework of a C*-algebra. Consequently, we get that
the class of pseudo-differential operators of order zero, is a C*-algebra. We also state here
La-continuity theorem. In this article, Hilbert C'-modules aa denned by Mishenko [S| and
Paschke [7) play an important role.

The formulation of such a problem naturally arises to seek an analogue of Atiyah-
Bott formula for calculating the index of an elliptic operator on a compact manifold for
this case.

In Sec. 2, we give some basic definitions necessary to develop the concept.

In Sec. 3, we define a class of symbols S™0, the one introduced by Hormander
[1]. Note that, a symbol a(z,£) : Ak -+ Ak is an A-homomorphism of Hilbert C'-
modules. Here A represents an arbitrary C*-algebra and Ak direct sum of k-copies of
A. Corresponding to each symbol, we define a pseudo-differential A-operator. Next, we
develop the calculus of such operators and observe that each pseudo-ditferential A-operator
admits an adjoint which is again a pseudo-differential A-operator.

In the last Sec. 4, we construct pseudo-differential operator on a vector A-bundle
and extend routinely the results of the preceding section with certain modifications to this
case. Thus we obtain that a class of pseudo-differential operators of order zero acting in
the space Lt(M, E) is a C*-algebra, where M is a compact smooth manifold and E is a
vector A-bundle.



2. DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section we shall give some basic definitions necessary to develop the theory.

Let Xhea. bounded open subset of R°, and let x = (x i , . . . ,x n ) be the standard
coordinates. Let A be an arbitrary C*-algebra with an identity. Denote by C°°(X,A) the
space of all smooth functons (i.e. of class C°°) with values in A, by C£° (X, A) its subspace
of functions with compact supports, and by C™(X,A) the space of such C°°-functions
whose derivatives are all bounded. Let S(H.", A) denote the space of C°°-functions u(x)
whose derivatives decrease faster than any power of |x| = (H"=i »?) as jxj —• oo, i.e.
for every multi-indices a,0

jwpj*«| ||*£«(.)H < +00

Recall that a multi-index a is an n-tuple (a i , , . . , a n ) , x" = x™'... x™* and
dm = at\ • • • 0?:- We shall sometimes write D% for the partial derivative
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(2.1}

For u € S (Rn, A) we define the Fourier transform of u by

(2.2)

where f € Rn , x • f ~ Xid H 1- xB£B and dx = dxt... dxn is the Lebeaque measure on
R". Here integration is understood over R".

The inverse Fourier transform is given by the formula

We denote by A the operator

(2.3)

ti <**••>»

we put

(2.4)

where » is any real number, and denote by H&{X,A) the completion of C^(X,A) relative
to the Sobolev's norm (2.4).

We denote by Li(X,A) the space of all measurable functions (i.e. classes) u, for
which the integral Jx u*(x)u(x)dx converges.

Now we shall define Hilbert C*-module in a similar way as defined by Mishenko
[5] and Pauchke [7].

Definition S.I: Let M be a right A-module. By a Hermitian product in the A-module M
we mean asesquilinear functional <•,•>'• M xM -* A satisfying the following conditions;

(a) (m,m) > 0 Vm £ M;

(b) (m, m) = 0 only if m = 0;

(c) (mi,ma) = (mj.mi)1 Vmi,m3 G M\

(d) (an)i,mi) = a*{mi,m-i) Vmi.tna € M, a € A,

(e) {mltmab) = {m^n^b, V mj.mj £ Af,6 £ A;

An A-module M equipped with a Hermitian product is called a pre-Hilbert
C "-module. For a pre-Hilbert C*-module M, define a norm || • )|M on M by
llmllu = IKm<m)ll- The norm in M satisfies the classical bequalities:

(1) ||m • a\\u < \\m\\u • |H|, V m £ Af.a 6 A;

(2) € M.

A pre-Hilbert C*-module M which is complete with respect to the norm || • | |«
is called a Hilbert C*-module.

For a pre-Hilbert C*-module M, we let M' = HomA{M,A), i.e. the set of
bounded A-module maps of M into A. Each mi € M gives rise to a map thi £ M* defined
by m i (ma) = {m i, ma) for m% 6 M. We will call M self-dual if M = M*, i.e. if every map
in M* arises by taking Hermitian product with some fixed true M. If M is self-dual, M
must be complete. But the converse is not true in general; completeness is not enough to
ensure self-duality. We shall assume that the homomorphism <p : M -* M* given by the
sesquilinear functional is an isomorphism.

One can find numerous examples of such objects in Mtshenko [5] and Paschke [7].
For example, the C'-algebra A itself as well as the direct sum Ak of k copies of A, with
the Hermitian product given by (x,y) = EjLi^V*. is a Hilbert C*-module. Note that
these modules are self-dual.

which
Denote by t^[A) the space of those sequences x = (*i , . . . ,zB , . . . ) ,V*n £ A, for
^ i x*nxn converges in A. We define a Hermitian product in t%{A) by the formula

(2.5)



The convergence of this last series follows from an analogue of Cauchy'a inequality for
C*-algebras (see [6]):

(2.6)

Then t*[A) is a Hilbert C*-module (see [6]). The following result ia due to Miscenko and
Fomenlco [6],

Lemma B.lx The apace H&{X,A) is isomorphic to lt{A) as a Hilbert C'-module.

The Hermitian product in the Hilbert C*-module H^[X,A) is given by

(2.7)

(a.8)

(2-9)

Note that in Lt{X, A) the Hermitian product is defined as

and the norm by

11/112, = II//*(*)/(*)<k||-
For s = 0, Hi[X,A) equals

Now consider the space L3(X,Ak). Then as a consequence of Lemma (2.1) and
together with Lemma (1.2) in [6] (see also p. 107 therein), we get the following:

Lemma £.£ Li(X,Ak) u a Hilbert C*-module and is isomorphk to li(Ak).

One pleasant property of self-dual Hilbert C*-module is that every bounded
module map between two such has an adjoint. The following result is proved in much the
same way as the corresponding fact about Hilbert spaces.

Propotition 8.3 Let M be a self-dual Hilbert C'-module, and T : M -* M a bounded
module map. Then there is a bounded module map T*: M ~* M such that

Consider again the self-dual Hilbert C*-module Ak. Let End(k.A) denote the
algebra of matrices of order k, with entries in A% Then End(k.A) becomes a C*-algebra
relative to the norm:

where a = and ||o||

i . ALGEBRA OF PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OVER
C'-ALGEBRAS

In this section we shall define the classes of symbols S™t (for the special case
when fi = 1, 5 = 0) ina way analogous to the one introduced in Hormander [1]. Also
auch a subclass S™o na<* been defined by Kohn and Nihenberg in |2] for the classical case.
Pseudo-differential operators over C*-algebras are defined through them, in almost the
same way as by Miscenko and Fomenko in [6|. We investigate the behaviour of adjoints
and products of such operators and their continuity on Za(R*, Ak) spaces

Definition S.I: Let X be a bounded open subset of E* and let m be any real number.
Denote by S£0(X x RB, End(Jt.A)) the space of such functions a(x, () with the following
properties:

(a) a[x, () have compact supports in the x variable;

(b) for all multi indices a,j9, there exists a constant Ca,$ such that

where x e X, £ e B» and {£> = (l + £ ? + l £?) l / a . We recall that the support of a(x, £) in
the variable x is the closure of the set of points x e X for which there exists some £ € B*
such that o(i, () ^ 0, and it will be denoted by supp a(x, £).

We shall use S™0 to denote the symbol class when the context is clear. Note that
the symbol a is an operator-valued function a = a(x, {) : Ak -t Ak. Such symbols lead to
operators P denned by

(3.2)

Recall that in (3.2) we integrate partially with respect to y first and then with
respect to (. We can rewrite the integral (3.2) as

(3.3)

which is absolutely convergent.

Definition S.& The operator P defined by (3.2) will be called a pseudo-differential A-
operator of order m, if a(x, () e S£a.

We denote by Lm the set of pseudo-differential A-operators of order m and set
L— = nmL™.
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Theorem 3.3: Every pseudo-differential A-operator of order m defines a continuous lin-
ear mapping of C™(X,Ak) into itself which extends as a continuous linear mapping of
C^{X,Ak) into itself.

Proof: If a(i, () e S™0, u € Cg>(X,Ak), then the integral ?u( i ) = / «" <a(x, £)fl(£) <f£ is
absolutely convergent, and one can differentiate under the integral sign, obtaining always
absolutely convergent integrals. Since a(x, £) have compact supports in the x-variable,
therefore (Pu) (x) = 0, whenever z 0 supp a(x, £). Thus supp (Pu) C supp a(x, f) and
the desired result follows immediately.

Now let u 6 C^{X,Ak), then after suitable substitution the integral
= / / e'(c"*' *«i(x, O«(y)<*V *t can be expressed as

• A , ,

where tfi and JVa axe natural numbers such that JVi > m + a and JVj > §.

The last integral is absolutely convergent, and thus differentiating under the
integral sign, the continuity of P follows, which completes the proof.

Remark By means of Theorem (3.3), we can easily extend the operator P e Lm as a
continuous map of S(Rn,Afc) into 5(R", Ak).

Note that «(x, £) vanishes for every f € Rn , whenever x is outside supp a(x, £).
This justifies the consideration of the operator P on S (Rn, Ak).

Viewing Li(Rn,Ak) as a Hilbert C*-module, we now want to prove the
Lj-continuity theorem. Consider the pseudo-differential A-operator P which maps
CHR'NX*) into Cg°(R», Ak). Then we have

Thtorem S.^: Every pseudo-differential A-operator of order zero can be extended to a
bounded map of ia(R",Ak) into L3(R",Xfc), i.e. there exists a constant C > Osuchthat

^Ut<C\\u\\Ll, «€C0»(R»,A*). (3.4)

Thus pseudo-differential A-operator is an A-homomorphism of Hilbert C*-modules.

We recall that £?-norm is defined as

ML =
where (v(x),tt(x)) denotes Hermitian product in Ak.
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The proof of this theorem mainly follows arguments similar to those in [6]. Hence,
we omit the proof.

Next we consider sums of operators of decreasing orders (analogous to terms of
different orders for pseudo-differential A-operators).

Theorem 9.5: Suppose o,- € 5™0', my [ -oo. Then there exists a 6 5™0° such that for all
JV>0

(3.5)

We shall write a~J2aj t o signify that (3.5) holds for each N.

This theorem is proved on the same lines as in the case of classical pseudo-
differential operators.

We now turn to more interesting properties of the operators, that they are closed
under composition and involution (i.e. adjoint), and may be invariantly denned on a
manifold. First we consider the adjoint of a pseudo-differential A-operator.

Theorem S.6: If P is a pseudo-differential A-operator of zero on L2(Rn,A*), then there
exists a pseudo-differential A-operator P* such that

{JHt,v) = {*,/"»)

Proof: Let P be a pseudo-differential A-operator of order zero given by

(3.6)

where a(x, f) e 5f0. Then by the relation (3.6) we have

= y «*(
where a*(x, £) = (a*;(x, £)), the matrix of symbol a(x, () being a^-(x, {)• This gives

(3.7)

which is obviously a pseudo-differential A-operator. We also remark that (3.6) determines
P' uniquely. This proves the theorem.



Note that a*(y, () is not a symbol of the operator P*. As a matter of fact, the
symbol of the operator P* has the following asymptotic expansion.

Theorem S.7: If P is a pseudo-differential A-operator with symbol a(x,Q and P* its
adjoint operator as given above, then the symbol of P* is denned by

(3.8)

Next we shall study the composition of pseudo-differential A-operators P and Q.

Thtortm S.S: Let P and Q be pseudo-differential A-operators with symbols a{x, f) £ S™0
1

and 6 ( i , 0 6 S™Q», respectively. Then R = QP is a pseudo-differential A-operator with
symbol C(x, £) £ S™0

I+m* and one has the analogue of Leibniz's formula:

Theorems (3.7) and (3.8) are proved in a similar way as the corresponding asser-
tions in case of classical pseudo-^differential operators, provided we take into consideration
the standard estimates while applying to a C'-algebra.

From Theorems (3.7) and (3.8) we get

Corollary 8.9: The class £ of pseudo-differential A-operators of order zero acting on the
space Xa(R", Ak) is an algebra with involution (as defined in Theorem 3.6).

As we have remarked above these pseudo-differential A-operators are A-
homomorphisms of Hilbert C*-modules which admit bounded adjoint A-homomorphisms
by virtue of Theorems (3.6) and (3.4): We also observe that with respect to the operator
norm

||P(|= sup ||Pu||, tieZ.3(R*.^*), (3.10)

where j| • |j denotes La-norm, the space t u complete.

We can consider the operator P G End\(ti(A)), where End\(li(A)) denotes the
space of A-bomomorphisms which admit adjoint. The fact that £ is a C-algebra can be
shown as follows. To this end, it remains to show that ||P*P|j = ||P||a- We can write

= sup
IW

In fact,

||P||a = sup
IM5

< sup
llll<

( •ujk IKPu.vJIM

Thus \\P'\\ = ||P||.

Also we have

\\P'P\\ = u ^ ||<J»*J»i.,»)|| = sup ||<i»«,J»t,)||

> sup ||{P«,Pu)|| = f|P||3.

But on the other hand,

\\P*P\\= sup ||P*P«jj<||P*|| sup
llll<i IMI<i

Hence | |P'P| | = j |P| | ' .

Thus we have:

Theorem S.10: The class £ of pseudo-differential A-operators of order zero acting on the
space L3(R

n,Ak) is a C'-algebra.

4. PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON VECTOR
A-BUNDLES

This section is devoted to the trivial transference of all the concepts in the theory
of pseudo-differential operators on compact manifolds to the case of vector bundles over
C*-aJgebras. We have already treated the local situation of trivial A-bundles in the
previous section. First we define pseudo-differential A-operator on compact manifold as
defined in [6], and then extend the results described in the preceding section to this case.

Let A be a C'-algebra.

Definition 4.1: By a vector A-bundle we shall mean a locally trivial fiber bundle
£ = (E,p,M, F, G), where E is a total space, M is the base of the fiber bundle, p : E -* M
is a projection, F is a fiber of the fiber bundle which is finitely generated protective A-
module, and G is the structural group equal to AutA(F), the group of A-automorphisms
of Hilbert C*-moduIe F. If F is a free k-dimenaional Hilbert C*-module, then AutA[F) is
the same group of invertible k-th order matrices with coefficients in A.
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Let the base of the fiber bundle be a smooth compact manifold M, then without
loss of generality we can suppose that the gluing functions of the bundle are smooth
functions (of class C°°). We denote by T(£) the space of continuous sections of the bundle
f. Each A-bundle £ admits a fiber Hermitian product with values in A. If r°°(£) denotes
the space of smooth sections (of class C°°), then one can choose the fiber Hermitian product
to be smooth, i.e. for any sections ui ,ua 6 r™(£) the function {UJ.UQ) € Coa(M,A),
where C°°(M, A) is the space of smooth functions (of claw C°°) on M. For further details
of vector A-bundles we refers to [6| and the references therein.

Let {Xa} be an atlas of charts of M, {<pa} a smooth partition of unity subordi-
nates to {Xa}, and \jia functions such that supp ipa C Xa, iia\supp ipa = 1. If u £ r°°(f),
then in each chart the cross-section <paubt& smooth function of the coordinates with values
in F, where F is a finitely generated projective Hilbert C'-module.

Let E be a trivial A-bundle on the domain Xa with fiber F. We define Sobolev
norms in the Bpace rg°(Xa ,£) of Bection with compact support by

HI?=11/ (4.1)

The completion of the space relative to the Sobolev norm is denoted by H^ (Xa, E). Then it
follows trivially from Lemma (3.1) in [6| that Hilbert C*-module H£(Xa,E) is isomorphic
to 13(F).

We defined pseudo-differential A-operator for the local situation for trivial A-
bundle in the preceding section. Let r : T*X -* X, X G {Xa}, be the natural projection of
a cotangent bundle. We consider the A-homomorphism of the bundles a : *"*(£) —* **{E)
as a family of A-homomorphisms o(x, f) : F -t F parametrized by points of the cotangent
bundle (x,£) € T*X, and satisfying the inequality of the kind (3.1). We call the A-
homomorphism a(x, £) the symbol of that operator P which is defined as (3.2). We suppose
here that a(x,£) is compact in the variable x, i.e. jr(suppa) C X.

Now we put
(4.2)

where r°°(M,£) and Pa is the pseudo-differential A-operator defined by (3.2) in the chart
Xa by means of the symbol aa(x, £) = a(s, OlM*). The operator P defined by (4.2) is
not unique of course, but depends on the choice of the functions <pa and il>a and the local
corrddinates in the charts Xa.

Using the partition of unity pa, we define Sobolev norms in the spaces of sections
. Let m,u2 6 roo(Af,£) be arbitrary sections. We put
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The completion of the space TCO{M,E) relative to the Sobolev norms (4.3) will be denoted

by H^M,B).

Obviously Ha{M,E) is isomorphic to t%(F), the direct sum in the module
ta(A) x . . . x tt(A). We note that H°(Af,JS) equals L*{MtE).

In general, if an operator P : H*{M,E) — H—m[M,E) is bounded for all a,
then we shall say that the operator P is of order m.

We now formulate some useful properties of pseudo-differential A-operators.
Proofs and also further details of these operators can be found in [5] and [6].

Theorem 4.2: Any two Sobolev norms of order s in r~(Af,E) are equivalent.

Theorem 4.S1 The pseudo-differential A-operator

P : H'(M,E) - H'~m{M,E)

of order m defined by (4.2) is bounded in the Sobolev norms.

Theorem 4.4: When the functions <pa,il>a and the local coordinates are changed in the
definition (4.2), the operator P is changed by an addend of lower order.

Theorem 4.5; Let at : ir*(E) -> **(£) and 03 : »*(£) - • x*(E) be symbols of the pseudo-
differentiai A-operators Pi and J*a respectively. Then the operators P3 and P3P1, where
a3 = «a«i (i-e- composition of symbols), differ by an operator of lower order.

The results of the preceding section can also be extended routinely with the
obvious modifications to this case. Namely we have

Theorem 4.6: Let P be a pseudo-differential A-operator of order zero, then it can be

extended to a bounded operator: Li(M,E) ~* Lj(Af,£).

Theorem 4,7% If P is a pseudo-differential A-operator of order zero, then it admits an
adjoint operator P* which is also a pseudo-differential A-operator.

As a consequence of theorems (4.6) and (4,7) together with theorem (3.10), we

immediately have

Theorem 4.8: The class of pseudo-differential A-operators of order zero acting in the space

L<i[M,E) is a C*-algebra.
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